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Furstenberg and Glasner have shown that for a particular notion of largeness in
a group, namely piecewise syndeticity, if a set B is a large subset Z, then for any
l # N, the set of length l arithmetic progressions lying entirely in B is large among
the set of all length l aritmetic progressions. We extend this result to apply to
infinitely many notions of largeness in arbitrary semigroups and to partition regular
structures other than arithmetic progressions. We obtain, for example, similar
results for the HalesJewett theorem.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A typical result of Ramsey theory states that for any finite partition of
a certain kind of an infinite structure, one of the cells of the partition con-
tains an arbitrarily large structure of the same kind. For instance, the
celebrated van der Waerden’s theorem [18] says that, given any finite par-
tition of an infinite arithmetic progression, there is one cell containing
arbitrarily long (finite) arithmetic progressions. Another well-known result
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is the geometric ramsey theorem, due to Graham et al. ([10]; see also [11,
p. 45]), a special case of which says that for any finite partition of an
infinite dimensional vector space over a finite field one of the cells must
contain affine subspaces of arbitrarily large finite dimension.
A closer look reveals that the set of configurations obtained in one cell
is usually large in one sense or another. For example, in van der Waerden’s
theorem, if N=ri=1 Ci , then there is one C i such that for any k,
R=[d # N : [a, a+d, ..., a+(k&1) d ]Ci]
has bounded gaps (or, in the terminology to be introduced below, is syn-
detic). In fact R is large in some other senses, as shall be explained below.
(These facts illustrate what one of us has called the third principle of
Ramsey theory [1].)
Recently, Furstenberg and Glasner [8] showed that for a particular
notion of largeness ( piecewise syndeticity, which will be introduced below),
whenever B is a large subset of N and l # N, the set of length l arithmetic
progressions lying entirely within B is large in the same sense among all
arithmetic progressions of length l. The goal of this paper is to more closely
examine this phenomenon.
In a semigroup S, there are several natural notions of largeness. (See [3]
for a discussion of some of these.) One of these notions is the concept of
syndeticity. This notion is not one of those for which our main result is
valid. (See Theorem 3.9.) This notion appears here because we use it to
introduce a notion for which that result does hold.
1.1. Definition. Let (S, } ) be a semigroup. A set AS is syndetic if
and only if there exists some G # Pf (S) such that S=t # G t&1A.
(Given a set X, Pf (X) is the set of finite nonempty subsets of X. In a
semigroup (S, } ), if AS and s # S, then s&1A=[t # S : s } t # A].)
Throughout this paper N=[1, 2, 3, ...] and |=N _ [0].
Notice that in the semigroup (N, +), a set is syndetic if and only if it has
bounded gaps. Notice also that this notion is not partition regular as can
be seen by considering the partition [A, B] of N, where A=n=0 [2
2n,
22n+1, ..., 22n+1&1] and B=n=1 [2
2n&1, 22n&1+1, ..., 22n&1].
The following notion of largeness is the first of our promised notions for
which our main result holds.
1.2. Definition. Let (S, } ) be a semigroup. A set AS is piecewise syn-
detic if and only if there exists some G # Pf (S) such that for every F # Pf (S)
there exists x # S such that F } xt # G t&1A.
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In Z, a piecewise syndetic set is the intersection of a syndetic set with a
set containing arbitrarily long intervals.
One can establish by elementary combinatorial methods that whenever
a piecewise syndetic set is divided into finitely many parts, one of these
parts must be piecewise syndetic. (See, for example, [3, Thm. 2.5]. In the
case of the semigroup (N, +) this fact is apparently originally due to T.
Brown. See [5] or [6].) Given that one is going to be involved in the
algebraic structure of the StoneC8 ech compactification ;S of S (as we shall
be later), one may also see this by the fact that, for any piecewise syndetic
AS, there are ultrafilters on S with A as a member, each of whose
members is piecewise syndetic [15, Thm. 4.40 and Cor. 4.41].
The set of length l arithmetic progressions (including the constant ones)
in Z forms a subgroup APl of Zl. As we have previously indicated, Fursten-
berg and Glasner showed that whenever B is a piecewise syndetic subset of
Z, the set of length l arithmetic progressions lying entirely within B (i.e.,
APl & Bl) is a piecewise syndetic subset of APl . In this paper we extend this
result in two ways. First, we extend the result to arbitrary semigroups. As
a consequence we shall see for example that an analogous statement
applies to the HalesJewett theorem, a common generalization of the
geometric Ramsey theorem and van der Waerden’s theorem.
Second, we establish that it is valid for a large class of notions of
largeness in addition to piecewise syndeticity.
A second notion of largeness which is good for us and, like piecewise
syndeticity, is partition regular is that of ‘‘central.’’ Central sets were intro-
duced by Furstenberg [7], who defined them in terms of notions of
topological dynamics. These sets enjoy very strong combinatorial proper-
ties. (See [7, Prop. 8.21] or [15, Chap. 14].) They have a nice characteriza-
tion in terms of the algebraic structure of ;S, the StoneC8 ech compactifica-
tion of the discrete semigroup S. We shall present this characterization
below, after introducing the necessary background information.
We take the points of ;S to be the ultrafilters on S, the principal
ultrafilters being identified with the points of S. Given a set AS,
A =[ p # ;S : A # p]. The set [A : AS] is a basis for the open sets (as well
as a basis for the closed sets) of ;S. (We shall restrict our use of the nota-
tion A to the closure of a set in ;S, writing clY (A), for example, for the
closure of A in the space Y.)
There is a natural extension of the operation of S to ;S, customarily
denoted by the same symbol, making ;S a compact right topological semi-
group with S contained in its topological center. (If the operation is ‘‘ } ’’
this says that for each p # ;S the function \p : ;S  ;S is continuous and for
each x # S, the function *x : ;S  ;S is continuous, where \p(q)=q } p and
*x(q)=x } q.) See [15] for an elementary introduction to the semigroup ;S
as well as for any unfamiliar algebraic assertions encountered here.
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Any compact Hausdorff right topological semigroup T has a smallest
two sided ideal K(T ) which is the union of all of the minimal left ideals of
T, each of which is closed [15, Thm. 2.8] and any compact right topologi-
cal semigroup contains idempotents. Since the minimal left ideals are
themselves compact right topological semigroups, this says that there are
idempotents in the smallest ideal.
1.3. Definition. Let (S, } ) be a semigroup and let AS. The set A is
central if and only if there is some idempotent p # K(;S) such that A # p.
See [15, Thm. 19.27] for a proof of the equivalence of the definition
above with the original dynamical definition. (In [9, Prop. 4.6] Glasner
anticipated this result by showing that, if S is a countable Abelian group,
then a subset of S is central as defined above if and only if it satisfies condi-
tions similar to Furstenberg’s dynamical definition of ‘‘central.’’)
We shall now introduce two more partition regular notions (2 and IP)
which in certain settings are themselves appropriate notions of largeness,
but, like syndetic, are not good for us because, as we shall see in
Theorem 3.8, our main result is not valid for these notions. Some other
notions which we shall consider arise as duals of these (and are good for
us).
Given a sequence (xn) n=1 in a semigroup S, let FP((xn)

n=1)=
[6n # F xn : F # Pf (N)] where the product 6n # F xn is taken in increasing
order of indices. (If the operation in S is denoted by ‘‘+’’ then
FS((xn) n=1) is defined analogously.)
1.4. Definition. Let (S, } ) be a semigroup and let AS. The set A is
an IP set if and only if there exists a sequence (xn) n=1 in S such that
FP((xn) n=1)A.
In N, a 2 set can be defined as one containing the set of differences
[sm&sn : m, n # N and n<m] for some sequence (sn) n=1 . This notion
can be extended in an obvious fashion to any semigroup which can be
embedded in a group, namely that the set contains [sn&1sm : m, n # N and
n<m]. A slight adjustment yields what we believe is the appropriate
notion in an arbitrary semigroup. (Notice that the definition agrees with
the one above if S is embeddable in a group.)
1.5. Definition. Let (S, } ) be a semigroup and let AS. Then A is a
2 set if and only if there exists a sequence (sn) n=1 in S such that for every
n, m # N with n<m, sm # sn } A.
Notice that any IP set is a 2 set. (If FP((xn) n=1)A, sn=6
n
t=1 xt , and
n<m, then sm=sn } 6 mt=n+1 xt # sn } A.)
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The following notion will be used to algebraically characterize 2 sets.
1.6. Definition. Let (S, } ) be a semigroup and let p # ;S. Then D( p)=
[q # ;S : for all A # q, [x # S : x } A # p] # p].
If G is a group, p # ;G, and p&1=[A&1: A # p], where A&1=[x&1:
x # A], then p&1 } p=[AG : [x # G : x } A # p] # p], and consequently,
D( p)=[ p&1 } p].
1.7. Lemma. Let (S, } ) be a semigroup, let AS, and let p # ;S. Then
A & D( p){< if and only if [x # S : x } A # p] # p. (In particular, D( p){<
if and only if [x # S : x } S # p] # p.)
Proof. The necessity is trivial.
For the sufficiency, let A=[A] _ [BS : [x # S : x } (S"B) # p]  p].
We claim that A has the finite intersection property. To see this let F #
Pf (P(S)) such that for each B # F, [x # S : x } (S"B) # p]  p. Then for each
B # F, [x # S : x } (S"B)  p] # p. Since also [x # S : x } A # p] # p, pick x # S
such that x } A # p and for all B # F, x } (S"B)  p. Pick z # x } A &
b # F (S"x } (S"B)) and pick y # A such that z=x } y. Then y # A & ( F).
Since A has the finite intersection property, pick q # ;S such that Aq.
Then A # q and q # D( p). K
Given any property E of subsets of a set X, there is a dual property E*
defined by specifying that a subset B of X is an E* set if and only if
B & A{< for every E set A.
1.8. Definition. Let (S, } ) be a semigroup and let BS. Then B is a
central* set if and only if B & A{< for every central set A in S. Also, B
is a PS* set if and only if B & A{< for every piecewise syndetic set A in
S, B is an IP* set if and only if B & A{< for every IP set A in S, B is
a syndetic* set if and only if B & A{< for every syndetic set A in S, and
B is a 2* set if and only if B & A{< for every 2 set A in S.
The concept of ‘‘syndetic*’’ is more commonly referred to as ‘‘thick’’, and
we shall follow this practice.
1.9. Lemma. Let (S, } ) be a semigroup and let AS. Let P=[ p # ;S :
p } p= p] and let Q=[ p # K(;S) : p } p= p].
(a) A is a 2 set if and only if there is some p # ;S such that A &
D( p){<.
(b) A is piecewise syndetic if and only if A & K(;S){<.
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(c) A is IP if and only if A & P{<.
(d) A is syndetic if and only if for every left ideal L of ;S, A & L{<.
(e) A is central if and only if A & Q{<.
(f ) A is central* if and only if QA .
(g) A is thick if and only if A contains a left ideal of ;S.
(h) A is IP* if and only if PA .
(i) A is PS* if and only if K(;S)A .
( j) A is a 2* set if and only if whenever p # ;S, D( p)A .
Proof. (a). Necessity. Choose a sequence (sn) n=1 in S such that for all
n, m # N with n<m, sm # sn } A. Pick p # ;S such that
[[sm : m>n]: n # N]p.
Then [sn : n # N][x # S : x } A # p] and so A & D( p){< by Lemma 1.7.
Sufficiency. By Lemma 1.7, B=[x # S : x } A # p] # p. Choose s1 # B
and inductively, given n # N, choose sn+1 # B & nt=1 st } A.
Statement (b) is [15, Thm. 4.40], (c) is [15, Thm. 5.12], (d) is
[3, Thm. 2.9(d)], and (e) is the definition of central. Statements (f ), (g),
(h), (i), and ( j) follow easily from statements (e), (d), (c), (b), and (a),
respectively. K
As a consequence of Lemma 1.9, and the observation already made that
any IP set is a 2 set, we see that the pattern of implications given below
holds.
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That none of the missing implications is valid in general can be seen by
considering the following table. Next to each property is listed a subset of
N which has that property in the semigroup (N, +), but has only those of
the other properties that it is forced to have by the implications in the
above diagram.
Property Set with no extra properties
2 [2n&2m : n, m # N and m<n]
IP [7n # F 22n : F # Pf (N)]
Piecewise syndetic [2n+2m&1 : n, m # N and m<n]
Central [2n+2m : n, m # N and m<n]
Syndetic [2n+1 : n # |]
Thick [2n+m : n, m # N and m<n]
Central* [2n : n # N]"[7n # F 22n : F # Pf (N)]
PS* N"[7n # F 22n : F # Pf (N)]
IP* [2n : n # N]"[2n&2m : n, m # N and m<n]
2* [2n : n # N]
To see, for example, that [2n+2m : n, m # N and m<n] is central, note
that it is the intersection of [2n+m : n, m # N and m<2n] (which is thick,
so that its closure contains a minimal left ideal, hence a minimal idempo-
tent) with [2m : m # N] which is IP*.
Finally, we introduce an infinite sequence of partition regular notions
(none of which is good for our purposes, but all of whose duals are).
1.10. Definition. Let n # N"[1] and let S be a semigroup. A set AS
is an IPn set if and only if whenever F is a finite partition of A, there exist
F # F and x1 , x2 , ..., xn # S such that FP((xt) nt=1)F. A set BS is an
IPn* set if and only if B & A{< for every IPn set A.
1.11. Definition. Let S be a semigroup. A set AS is an IP<| set if
and only if whenever F is a finite partition of A and n # N, there exist
F # F and x1 , x2 , ..., xn # S such that FP((xt) nt=1)F. A set BS is an
IP<|* set if and only if B & A{< for every IP<| set A.
The following pattern of implications holds among the properties just
introduced, where the dashed arrows indicate an implication valid in any
left cancellative semigroup. (We leave it to the reader to amuse himself or
herself by showing that these implications are not valid in general.)
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The validity of each of the implications is clear from the definitions
except possibly the fact that any 2 set A in a left cancellative semigroup is
an IP2 set. To verify this, choose a sequence (sn) n=1 in S with sm # sn } A
whenever n<m. For each such n<m let tn, m be the unique member of A
such that sm=sn } tn, m . Given FA, let B(F )=[[n, m]: n<m and
tn, m # F] . Given a finite partition F of A, one has that [B(F ): F # F] is
a finite partition of the set of two element subsets of N, so pick by
Ramsey’s theorem k<n<m and F # F with [k, n], [k, m], [n, m] # B(F ).
Then sm=sn } tn, m=sk } tk, n } tn, m and sm=sk } tk, m and so tk, m=tk, n } tn, m .
It is a consequence of a theorem of Nes etr il and Ro dl [16, Thm. 1.1]
that in (N, +) there is for any n # N"[1] an IPn set which is not an IPn+1
set. (See [14, Cor. 3.8] for a derivation of this consequence.) Also,
[22m&22n : n<m] is a 2 set which is not an IP3 set. That none of the other
missing implications is valid is a consequence of the following result.
Theorem 1.12. There is an IP<| set in (N, +) which is not a 2 set.
Proof. As a consequence of Folkman’s Theorem [11, Thm. 3.11], given
any k, r # N, there is some m # N so that, whenever FS((xt) mt=1)=
ri=1 Bi , there exist i # [1, 2, ..., r] and ( yt)
k
t=1 such that FS(( yt)
k
t=1)
Bi . (This fact can also be seen by applying a compactness argument to [15,
Cor. 5.15].) Let
A={ :t # F 2
t : there exists m # N with <{F[2m+1, 2m+2, ..., 2m+1]= .
Then for any m, FS((2t) 2m+1t=2m+1)A so, using the above fact, A is an
IP<| set.
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Now suppose that A is a 2 set and pick a sequence (st) t=1 in N such
that whenever n<m, sm&sn # A and note that necessarily the sequence
(st) t=1 is increasing.
Pick r such that s12r+1 and pick n such that sn>2r+2. Pick H # Pf (|)
such that s1=t # H 2t. Since sn&s1 # A and sn&s1>2r+1, there exist l>r
and F[2 l+1, 2l+2, ..., 2l+1] such that sn&s1=t # F 2t. Since min F>
max H, sn=t # F _ H 2t.
Pick m such that sm>2l+1+sn . Since sm&sn # A and sm&sn>2l+1,
there exist k>l and G[2k+1, 2k+2, ..., 2k+1] such that sm&sn=
t # G 2t. Since min G>max F=max(F _ H ), sm=t # G _ F _ H 2t. But then
sm&s1= t # G _ F 2t  A, a contradiction. K
In Section 2 we present some results about preserving the ‘‘*’’ versions
of partition regular notions in subsemigroups of a product of semigroups.
The proofs as applied to the notions of ‘‘IP*,’’ ‘‘IP<|*,’’ ‘‘IPn*,’’ and ‘‘2*’’
are completely elementary, while the proofs for the notions of ‘‘PS*’’ and
‘‘central*’’ are a combination of elementary and algebraic methods. In
Section 3 we present algebraic proofs establishing that the notions of
‘‘piecewise syndetic,’’ ‘‘central,’’ and ‘‘thick’’ are also often preserved in sub-
semigroups of a product of semigroups. In Section 4 we present some
combinatorial consequences of these results.
2. PRESERVING THE ‘‘*’’ NOTIONS OF PARTITION REGULAR
PROPERTIES IN PRODUCTS
Recall that a property is said to be ‘‘partition regular’’ provided that,
whenever a set with that property is partitioned into finitely many parts,
one of these parts must have the specified property. Of the properties that
we have considered so far, the ones that are partition regular in any semi-
group are ‘‘central,’’ ‘‘piecewise syndetic,’’ ‘‘IP,’’ ‘‘IP<| ,’’ ‘‘IPn ,’’ and ‘‘2’’.
(That these must be partition regular is clear from the characterizations in
Lemma 1.9 and Definitions 1.10 and 1.11. We have already noted that N
can be divided into two sets neither of which is syndetic in (N, +), and
consequently none of the properties ‘‘2*,’’ ‘‘IP*,’’ ‘‘IP<|*,’’ ‘‘IPn*,’’ ‘‘PS*,’’
or ‘‘central*’’ is partition regular in (N, +). The partition [2N, 2N&1] of
N shows that ‘‘thick’’ is not partition regular in (N, +).)
In the following we write Ih (rather than simply I ) for a subsemigroup
of S l for consistency of notation with the next section. When we say that
E is a property which may be possessed by subsets of a semigroup, we
mean properties, such as those we have been considering, whose definition
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depends on the particular semigroup in which the sets reside. By ?i we
mean the projection onto the i th coordinate.
2.1. Lemma. Let E be a partition regular property which may be pos-
sessed by subsets of a semigroup, let (S, } ) be a semigroup, let l # N, and let
Ih be a subsemigroup of S l. Assume that for every E set A in I h and every
i # [1, 2, ..., l] ?i[A] is an E set in S. For every E set A in I h, every
i # [1, 2, ..., l ], and every E* set B in S, there exists an E set C in Ih such
that CA and ?i[C]B.
Proof. Let such A, i, and B be given. Let C1=[x # A : ?i (x) # B] and
let C2=[x # A : ?i (x)  B]. Since E is a partition regular property, pick
j # [1, 2] such that Cj is an E set in Ih. Then, by assumption ?i[C j] is an
E set in S. Since B is an E* set in S, B & ?i[Cj]{< and thus j=1. K
2.2. Theorem. Let E be a partition regular property which may be pos-
sessed by subsets of a semigroup, let (S, } ) be a semigroup, let l # N, and let
Ih be a subsemigroup of S l. Statement (a) implies statement (b). If each
superset of an E set in S is an E set, then statements (a) and (b) are
equivalent.
(a) For every E set A in I h and every i # [1, 2, ..., l ], ?i[A] is an E
set in S.
(b) Whenever B is an E* set in S, Bl & Ih is an E* set in I h.
Proof. (a) implies (b). Let A be an E set in Ih. We need to show that
Bl & Ih & A{<. Pick by Lemma 2.1 an E set C1 A in I h such that
?1[C1]B. Inductively, let i # [1, 2, ..., l&1 ] be given and assume that we
have chosen an E set Ci in Ih. Pick by Lemma 2.1 an E set Ci+1 C i in
Ih such that ?i+1[Ci+1]B. Having chosen Cl , one has then that for
each i # [1, 2, ..., l ], ?i[Cl]B. Pick x=(x1 , x2 , ..., xl) # Cl . Then x # Bl &
Ih & A.
Now assume that each superset of an E set in S is an E set. To see that
(b) implies (a), let A be an E set in Ih, let i # [1, 2, ..., l ], and suppose that
?i[A] is not an E set in S. Let B=S"?i[A]. Since supersets of E sets are
E sets, B is an E* set in S. K
2.3. Corollary. Let (S, } ) be a semigroup, let l # N, and let Ih be a
subsemigroup of S l.
(a) If B is an IP* set in S, then Bl & I h is an IP* set in Ih.
(b) If B is an IP<|* set in S, then Bl & I h is an IP<|* set in Ih.
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(c) If n # N"[1] and B is an IPn* set in S, then Bl & I h is an IPn*
set in I h.
(d) If B is a 2* set in S, then Bl & Ih is a 2* set in I h.
Proof. One only needs to note, as is immediate from the definitions,
that whenever A is an IP set in Ih and i # [1, 2, ..., l ], then ?i[A] is an IP
set in S; whenever A is an IP<| set in I h and i # [1, 2, ..., l ], then ?i[A]
is an IP<| set in S; whenever n # N, A is an IPn set in I h, and
i # [1, 2, ..., l ], then ?i[A] is an IPn set in S; and whenever A is a 2 set in
Ih and i # [1, 2, ..., l ], then ?i[A] is a 2 set in S. K
There are many other notions of largeness which are partition regular in
many semigroups for which the conclusions of Corollary 2.3 apply to their
duals. Consider for example the following property of some subsets of N,
which makes sense in any commutative semigroup (S, +). Given n # N, let
An=[AS : whenever F is a finite partition of A, some F # F contains
a length n arithmetic progression]. It is a result of Spencer [17] that for
any k, n # N there is a subset of N which contains no length n+1
arithmetic progression but, whenever it is partitioned into k cells, one cell
contains a length n arithmetic progression. It is then not hard to show that
in (N, +), An 3 An+1 . (See [2].) It is immediate that statement (a) of
Theorem 2.2 holds for members of An defined in terms of I h.
The conclusions of Corollary 2.3 are very strong, applying to any sub-
semigroup of S l. The following result shows that such strong conclusions
are not valid for any of the other notions that we have been considering,
even when S is commutative, cancellative, and finitely generated. (We shall,
however, see in Corollary 2.7 that a version of Corollary 2.3 does hold for
PS* sets and for central* sets in Nl.) Recall that |=N _ [0]. In the
following theorem, the omission of [(0, 0)] is not essential. We do it so
that S will be the free commutative semigroup with two generators. (The
same result, with the same I h, is in fact valid in N_N.)
2.4. Theorem. Let S=(|_|)"[(0, 0)] (under addition), let Ih=
[(n, 2n) : n # N], let l=1, and let B=S"I h. Then Ih is a subsemigroup of
S l and B is PS* in S, but Bl & I h=<.
Proof. We need only show that I h is not piecewise syndetic in S,
so that B is PS*. So suppose instead that one has some G # Pf (S)
such that for every F # Pf (S) there exists (x, y) # S with F+(x, y)
(s, t) # G (&(s, t)+Ih). Let m=max[ |2s&t| : (s, t) # G]. Let F=[(1, 1),
(m+2, 1)] and pick (x, y) # S such that F+(x, y)(s, t) # G (&(s, t)+Ih).
Pick (s, t) and (u, v) in G such that (s+1+x, t+1+ y) # Ih and
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(u+m+2+x, v+1+ y) # Ih. Thus t+1+ y=2s+2+2x so that y=1+
2x+2s&t1+2x+m. But also v+1+ y=2u+2m+4+2x so that
y=3+2x+2m+2u&v3+2x+m, a contradiction. K
By requiring a little more of Ih, we shall see that we can extend the con-
clusions of Corollary 2.3 to the ‘‘*’’ versions of our other partition regular
notions.
2.5. Lemma. Let (S, } ) and (T, } ) be discrete semigroups and let .: S  T
be a surjective homomorphism.
(a) If A is piecewise syndetic in S, then .[A] is piecewise syndetic
in T.
(b) If A is central in S, then .[A] is central in T.
Proof. Let .~ : ;S  ;T be the continuous extension of . and note
that by [15, Lemma 2.14], .~ is a homomorphism. We know by [15,
Exercise 1.7.3] that .~ [K(;S)]=K(;T ).
(a) Pick by Lemma 1.9(b) some p # A & K(;S). Then .~ ( p) # .[A] &
K(;T ).
(b) Pick by Lemma 1.9(e) some idempotent p # A & K(;S). Then
.~ ( p) is an idempotent in .[A] & K(;T ). K
A consideration of the proof of Theorem 2.4 shows that the added
hypothesis to Theorem 2.6 is exactly what is required.
2.6. Theorem. Let (S, } ) be a semigroup, let l # N, and let Ih be a sub-
semigroup of S l. Assume that for each i # [1, 2, ..., l ], ?i[Ih] is piecewise
syndetic in S.
(a) If B is PS* in S, then Bl & I h is PS* in Ih.
(b) If B is central* in S, then Bl & I h is central* in I h.
Proof. Let i # [1, 2, ..., l ]. By Theorem 2.2 it suffices to show that when-
ever A is piecewise syndetic in Ih, ?i[A] is piecewise syndetic in S and
whenever A is central in Ih, ?i[A] is central in S. Since ?i[I h] is
piecewise syndetic in S, we have that ?i[Ih] & K(;S){<. Consequently,
by [15, Theorem 1.65] K( ;(?i[I h]))=K(?i[I h])=?i[Ih] & K(;S).
Now assume that A is piecewise syndetic in I h. Then by Lemma 2.5,
?i[A] is piecewise syndetic in ? i[I h]. Thus ? i[A] & K( ;(? i[Ih])){<
and consequently ?i[A] & K(;S){<.
Finally assume that A is central in Ih. Then by Lemma 2.5, ?i[A] is
central in ?i[I h]. Pick an idempotent p # ?i[A] & K( ;(?i[I h])) . Then
p # ?i[A] & K(;S). K
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Theorem 2.4 established that, even for a countable commutative semi-
group, restrictions need to be placed on I h in order to get the PS* and
central* conclusions. We see now, however, that in (N, +) no restrictions
are needed.
2.7. Corollary. Let l # N, and let I h be a subsemigroup of Nl.
(a) If B is a PS* set in S, then Bl & I h is a PS* set in Ih.
(b) If B is a central* set in S, then Bl & I h is a central* set in Ih.
Proof. By Theorem 2.6, it suffices to note that for any i # [1, 2, ..., l ],
?i[I h] is piecewise syndetic. In fact, picking (x1 , x2 , ..., xl) # Ih, one has
Nxi ?i[I h], so in fact ?i[Ih] is IP*. (See [15, Lemma 16.13].) K
Corollary 2.7 raises its own questions. What about arbitrary semigroups
of Nl with respect to thick, syndetic, central, piecewise syndetic, IP, and 2
sets in N? Another question is raised by Theorem 2.6. Namely, if ?i[I h]
is syndetic in S for each i # [1, 2, ..., l ] and B is thick in S, must Bl & I h
be thick in Ih? (The proof of Theorem 2.7, which invokes Theorem 2.2,
does not work because in Theorem 2.2, E needed to be a partition regular
property, which ‘‘syndetic’’ is not.)
The following example (whose routine proof we omit) answers all but
one of these questions, namely whether Bl & Ih must be syndetic in I h
whenever B is syndetic in N. That question is answered by an even more
trivial example, wherein Ih=[(2n, 2m) : n, m # N] and B=N2+1.
2.8. Theorem. Let Ih=[(a, 2a): a # N] and let B=[22n+i : n # N and
i # [1, 2, ..., n]] . Then Ih is a subsemigroup of N2, ?1[Ih] and ?2[I h] are
syndetic in N, and B is thick in N, but B2 & I h=<.
3. PRESERVING PIECEWISE SYNDETIC, CENTRAL,
AND THICK SETS IN PRODUCTS
Somewhat more delicate machinery is required to show that the notions
of ‘‘piecewise syndetic,’’ ‘‘central,’’ and ‘‘thick,’’ none of which is the dual of
a partition regular property, are preserved in products.
Throughout this section we shall assume that we have a fixed semigroup
S, a fixed l # N, a subsemigroup Eh of S l with [(a, a, ..., a) : a # S]E h,
and a two sided ideal Ih of Eh.
3.1. Definition. Let Y=(;S) l with the product topology and the coor-
dinatewise operation. Then E=clY Eh and I=clY I h. Given p # ;S,
p=( p, p, ..., p) # Y.
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3.2. Lemma. Y is a compact right topological semigroup, *x is continuous
for each x # S l, E is a subsemigroup of Y, I is an ideal of E, and K(Y )=
(K(;S)) l.
Proof. [15, Ths. 2.22, 2.23, and 4.17]. K
3.3. Lemma. Let p # K(;S). Then p =( p, p, ..., p) # K(I )=(K(;S))l & E.
Proof. Observe first that for any q # ;S, q=(q, q, ..., q) # E. To see this
let U be a neighborhood of q in Y and for each i # [1, 2, ..., l ], pick Ai # q
such that _li=1 Ai U. Then  li=1 A i # q so pick a #  li=1 Ai . Then a =
(a, a, ..., a) # Eh & U.
Thus we have p # (K(;S))l & E. Since, by Lemma 3.2, K(Y )=(K(;S)) l,
we thus have that K(Y ) & E{<. Thus, by [15, Thm. 1.65], K(E )=
K(Y ) & E=(K(;S)) l & E.
Since I is an ideal of E, K(E )I. Consequently, again by [15,
Thm. 1.65], K(I )=K(E)=(K(;S))l & E. Thus p # K(I ) as required. K
Now I h itself is a discrete semigroup, and thus ;Ih is a compact right
topological semigroup with a smallest ideal K(;I h).
3.4. Definition. @: Ih  IhI is the identity function and @~ : ;I h  I is
its continuous extension.
3.5. Lemma. The function @~ is a homomorphism and @~ [K(;Ih)]=K(I ).
Proof. That @~ is a homomorphism follows from [15, Lemma 2.14].
Since @~ is surjective, it is then an easy exercise (which is [15, Exercise
1.7.3]) to show that @~ [K(;Ih)]=K(I ). K
3.6. Lemma. If r # ;Ih and @~ (r) # Bl, then B l & I h # r.
Proof. One has that B l & I is a neighborhood of @~ (r) so pick C # r such
that @~ [C ]B l & I. Then C=@[C]Bl & I h. K
The following is the major result of this section. For the convenience of
the reader, we restate therein our standing assumptions.
3.7. Theorem. Let (S, } ) be a semigroup, let l # N, let Eh be a sub-
semigroup of S l with [(a, a, ..., a) : a # S]Eh, and let Ih be an ideal of
Eh. Let BS.
(a) If B is piecewise syndetic in S, then Bl & Ih is piecewise syndetic
in Ih.
(b) If B is central in S, then Bl & Ih is central in Ih.
(c) If B is thick in S, then Bl & Ih is thick in I h.
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(d) If B is central* in S, then Bl & Ih is central* in Ih.
(e) If B is PS* in S, then Bl & I h is PS* in Ih.
(f ) If B is IP* in S, then Bl & I h is IP* in I h.
(g) If B is IP<|* in S, then B l & Ih is IP<|* in Ih.
(h) If n # N and B is IPn* in S, then Bl & I h is IPn* in Ih.
(i) If B is 2* in S, then Bl & I h is 2* in Ih.
Proof. (a). Pick by Lemma 1.9, some p # K(;S) such that B # p. Let
p =( p, p, ..., p). By Lemma 3.3, p # K(I ). Pick by Lemma 3.5 some r #
K(;I h) such that @~ (r)= p . By Lemma 3.6, Bl & Ih # r.
(b) Pick by Lemma 1.9, some p # K(;S) such that p= p } p and B # p.
Let p =( p, p, ..., p). By Lemma 3.3, p # K(I ). Pick by Lemma 3.5 some
s # K(;Ih) such that @~ (s)= p . Pick a minimal left ideal L of ;Ih such that
s # L. Let T=[r # L : @~ (r)= p ]. Then T is a compact subsemigroup of ;Ih
so pick an idempotent r # T. By Lemma 3.6, Bl & Ih # r.
(c) Pick a left ideal L of ;S such that LB . Since each left ideal
contains a minimal left ideal [15, Corollary 2.6], we may presume that L
is a minimal left ideal, and consequently LK(;S). Pick p # L and let
p =( p, p, ..., p). By Lemma 3.3, p # K(I ). Pick by Lemma 3.5 some
r # K(;Ih) such that @~ (r)= p . We claim that (;I h) } rBl & I h for which
it suffices by Lemma 3.6 to let q # (;I h) } r and show that @~ (q) # B l. Pick
v # ;I h such that q=v } r. Then for some s1 , s2 , ..., sl # ;S we have @~ (v)=
(s1 , s2 , ..., sl). Thus @~ (q)=@~ (v) } @~ (r)=(s1 , s2 , ..., sl) } ( p, p, ..., p)=(s1 } p, s2 }
p, ..., sl } p) # LlB l.
To establish statements (d) and (e), it suffices by Theorem 2.6 to let
i # [1, 2, ..., l ] and show that ?i[Ih] is piecewise syndetic in S. Pick
x=(x1 , x2 , ..., xl) # I h. Then given any a # S, (a } x1 , a } x2 , ..., a } xl) # I h so
?i[I h] is in fact thick.
Statements (f ), (g), (h), and (i) follow immediately from Corollary 2.3. K
Conspicuously absent from Theorem 3.7 are the analogous statements
about 2 sets, IP sets, IP<| sets, IPn sets, and syndetic sets. In Theorems 3.8
and 3.9 we see why.
3.8. Theorem. Let Ih=[(a, a+d, a+2d ) : a, d # N], let Eh=Ih _
[(a, a, a): a # N], and let B=FS((22n) n=1). Then E
h is a subsemigroup of
N3 (under addition), I h is an ideal of Eh, B is an IP set, hence an IP<| set,
an IPn set for each n>1, and a 2 set in N, but B3 & I h=<.
Proof. Suppose we have a, d # N with [a, a+d, a+2d ]B. Pick
F, G, H, L # Pf (|) such that a=7n # F 2n, d=7n # G 2n, a+d=7n # H 2n,
and a+2d=7n # L 2n. Then F _ H _ L2N. Consider k=min G. If k is
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odd, then k # H, while if k is even, then k+1 # L. In either case we have
a contradiction. K
It is remarked in [8] that there is a syndetic subset B of Z for which
B3 & AP3 is not syndetic in AP3 . We see, in fact, that one can require also
that this set be thick.
3.9. Theorem. Let Ih=[(a, a+d, a+2d ) : a, d # N], let Eh=Ih _
[(a, a, a) : a # N], and let
B=N"([22n+2t&1 : n # N and t # [1, 2, ..., n]]
_ [22n+2n+1+2t : n # N and t # [1, 2, ..., 2n]]) .
Then Eh is a subsemigroup of N3 (under addition), Ih is an ideal of Eh, B
is a thick syndetic set in N, but B3 & I h is not a syndetic set in I h. (Though,
of course, B3 & I h is thick in I h.)
Proof. Trivially B is syndetic (having no gaps longer than 1, in fact)
and thick. Suppose that B3 & I h is syndetic set in Ih and pick H # Pf (I h)
such that Ih=x # H &x+(B3 & Ih). Pick n # N such that H[(a, a+d,
a+2d) : a, d # [1, 2, ..., n]] and let y=(22n, 22n+2n, 22n+2n+1). Pick
x=(a, a+d, a+2d ) # H such that x+ y=(22n+a, 22n+2n+a+d, 22n+
2n+1+a+2d ) # B3. Then 22n+a # B so a is even. But then 22n+2n+1+
a+2d  B, a contradiction. K
4. COMBINATORIAL APPLICATIONS
We first observe that a strengthening of the result of Furstenberg and
Glasner cited in the Introduction is a corollary of Theorem 3.7.
4.1. Corollary. Let BZ, let l # N, and let AP l=[(a, a+d, a+2d, ...,
a+(l&1) d) : a, d # Z]. Let ‘‘large’’ be any of ‘‘piecewise syndetic,’’
‘‘central,’’ ‘‘central*,’’ ‘‘thick,’’ ‘‘PS*,’’ ‘‘IP*,’’ ‘‘IP<|*,’’ ‘‘IPn*,’’ or ‘‘2*.’’ If
B is large in (Z, +), then Bl & AP l is large in APl .
Proof. Let S be the group (Z, +), let Eh=I h=AP l , and apply
Theorem 3.7. K
It is probably not surprising that we also obtain the corresponding result
about the set of length l arithmetic progressions in N (where the constant
arithmetic progressions are not included).
4.2. Corollary. Let BN, let l # N, and let APl=[(a, a+d, a+
2d, ..., a+(l&1) d ) : a, d # N]. Let ‘‘large’’ be any of ‘‘piecewise syndetic,’’
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‘‘central,’’ ‘‘central*,’’ ‘‘thick,’’ ‘‘PS*,’’ ‘‘IP*,’’ ‘‘IP<|*,’’ ‘‘IPn*,’’ or ‘‘2*.’’ If
B is large in (N, +), then Bl & APl is large in AP l .
Proof. Let S be the semigroup (N, +), let Ih=APl , let Eh=
Ih _ [(a, a, ..., a) : a # N], and apply Theorem 3.7. K
Perhaps less obvious is the fact that the corresponding results about the
HalesJewett theorem are also valid. Given an alphabet A with l letters and
a ‘‘variable’’ v  A, a variable word w(v) is a word over the alphabet A _ [v]
in which v actually occurs. Given a variable word w(v) and a # A, w(a) has
its obvious meaning, namely the word in which all occurrences of v are
replaced by a. The HalesJewett theorem [12] says that if the free semi-
group on A is divided into finitely many cells, then there is some variable
word w(v) such that [w(a): a # A] is contained in one of these cells. (The
set [w(a): a # A] is often called a combinatorial line.)
4.3. Corollary. Let l # N, let A=[a1 , a2 , ..., al] be an alphabet on l
letters, let S be the free semigroup on the alphabet A, let HJl=[(w(a1),
w(a2), ..., w(al)) : w(v) is a variable word ], and let BS. Let ‘‘large’’ be
any of ‘‘piecewise syndetic,’’ ‘‘central,’’ ‘‘central*,’’ ‘‘thick,’’ ‘‘PS*,’’ ‘‘IP*,’’
‘‘IP<|*,’’ ‘‘IPn*,’’ or ‘‘2*.’’ If B is large in S, then Bl & HJl is large in HJl .
Proof. Let Ih=HJl , let Eh=I h _ [(w, w, ..., w) : w # S], and apply
Theorem 3.7. K
We saw in the proof of Theorem 3.8 that one could not let ‘‘large’’ be
‘‘IP,’’ ‘‘IP<| ,’’ ‘‘IPn ,’’ or ‘‘2’’ in the extension of van der Waerden’s theorem
(Corollary 4.2). We observe that the same situation is true with respect to
the extension of the HalesJewett theorem. That is, let A=[a, b] and let
B=[an: n # N]. Then B is an IP set but B2 & HJ2=<.
We also saw in the proof of Theorem 3.9 that ‘‘large’’ could not be taken
to be ‘‘syndetic.’’ We see here that a similar conclusion applies to the
HalesJewett theorem.
4.4. Theorem. Let S be the free semigroup on the alphabet [a, b] and let
HJ2=[(w(a), w(b)) : w(v) is a variable word over [a, b]] . Let B=[u1u2 . . .ut :
t # N"[1], u1 , u2 , ..., ut # [a, b], and either ut=ut&1=a or u1 {ut]. Then
B is both thick and syndetic in S but B2 & HJ2 is not syndetic in HJ2 .
Proof. Since SaaB we have that B is thick and S=a&1B _ b&1B so
B is syndetic.
Now suppose that we have H # Pf (HJ2) such that HJ2=x # H
x&1(B2 & HJ2). Let w(v)=bv. Then (ba, bb)=(w(a), w(b)) # HJ2 so pick
x # H such that x(ba, bb) # B2 & HJ2 . Since x # HHJ2 pick a variable
word z(v) such that x=(z(a), z(b)) . Then z(a) ba # B so the leftmost letter
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of z(v) is b (not v) and thus the leftmost letter of z(b) bb is b, contradicting
the fact that z(b) bb # B. K
Other related results also follow. As a sample, consider the following
kind of subset of an arithmetic progression: [a, a+2d, a+3d, a+5d,
a+7d, a+11d ]. Since such a configuration is contained in a length 12
arithmetic progression, we know that we can find such in any piecewise
syndetic set. But Theorem 3.7 tells us more. It tells us that if Ih=[(a,
a+2d, a+3d, a+5d, a+7d, a+11d ): a, d # N] and BN is large in any
of the senses we have been discussing, then B6 & I h is large in the same
sense in Ih.
We close with a discussion of a problem that we can’t solve. Consider the
following result.
4.5. Theorem. Let A be a piecewise syndetic subset of N, let l # N, and
let p1 , p2 , ..., pl be polynomials such that for each i # [1, 2, ..., l ] and each
n # Z, pi (n) # Z and pi (0)=0. Then there exist a and n in N such that
[a+ p1(n), a+ p2(n), ..., a+ pl (n)]A. In fact, [n # N : [a # N : [a+ p1(n),
a+ p2(n), ..., a+ pl (n)]A] is piecewise syndetic] is an IP* set.
Proof. This is a consequence of [4, Cor. 1.12]. For a proof using the
algebra of ;N see [13]. K
One would like to obtain analogues of Corollaries 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 for
polynomial progressions of the form a+ p1(n), a+ p2(n), ..., a+ pl (n). An
obstacle to obtaining such analogues is the fact that [(a+ p1(n),
a+ p2(n), ..., a+ pl (n)) : a # N and n # N _ [0]] is not a semigroup (unless
each pi is linear). Consider, however the following result.
4.6. Theorem. Let BN and let l # N. Let ‘‘large’’ be any of ‘‘piecewise
syndetic,’’ ‘‘central,’’ ‘‘central*,’’ ‘‘thick,’’ ‘‘PS*,’’ ‘‘IP*,’’ ‘‘IP<|*,’’ ‘‘IPn*,’’ or
‘‘2*.’’ If B is large in N, then [(a, d ) # N_N : [a, a+d, a+2d, ...,
a+(l&1) d ]B] is large in N_N.
Proof. Let APl=[(a, a+d, a+2d, ..., a+(l&1) d ) : a, d # N]. Then
the function : N_N  APl defined by (a, d )=(a, a+d, a+2d, ...,
a+(l&1) d) is an isomorphism so the conclusion follows from
Corollary 4.2. K
4.7. Question. Let l # N, and let p1 , p2 , ..., pl be polynomials such that
for each i # [1, 2, ..., l ] and each n # Z, pi (n) # Z and pi (0)=0. For which, if
any, of the notions of ‘‘piecewise syndetic,’’ ‘‘central,’’ ‘‘central*,’’ ‘‘thick,’’
‘‘PS*,’’ ‘‘IP*,’’ ‘‘IP<|*,’’ ‘‘IPn*,’’ or ‘‘2*,’’ is it true that whenever B is a
large subset of N, [(a, n) # N_N : [a+ p1(n), a+ p2(n), ..., a+ pl (n)]B]
is large in the same sense?
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